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CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION OF ECONOMETRIC MODEI.S*
BY PI-IOEBUS .1. DHRYMES, E. PHILIP HOWREY, SAUL H. HYMANS, JAN KMENTA,
EDWARD E. LEAMER, RICHARD E. QUANOT, JAMES B. RAMSEY, HAROLD T.
SHAPIRO AND VICTOR ZARNOWITZ
This multi-authored article develops a framework for systematically evaluating large scale econometric
models. Reasonably self-contained aspects of model evaluat ion include parametric evaluatwn prior to
the "release" of the mode! (model selection, parameter estimation, and pseudo-forecasts and structural
stability tests) and evaluation afterrelease" of the model. Mmiv operational procedures for parametric
eraluation are noted: alternative, ad hoc procedures are necessary in some cases, given the present state
of the art. Non-parametric "validation" procedures are then outlined. These include sin gte-variable
measures, tracking measures, error decomposition, and cyclical and dynamic properties.A statist icill
appendix sketches some o[the theoretical results used in The paper.
I. INTRODUCTION
For purposes of this paper an econometric model is considered to be an analytical
representation of one or more statements about economic behavior, which repre-
sentation relies upon statistical implementation for the purposes of hypothesis
testing, parameter estimation, or use in prediction or simulation circumstances.
A model in this sense may be anything from a single linear equation to a compli-
cated set of simultaneous, non-linear equations. The term "model evaluation" is
here used to encompass a broad set of tests to which a model can and should be
subjected at many different stages during the process of construction and sub-
sequent use.
During the past decade econometric models have come in for increasingly
widespread use by government (for policy analysis and forecasting), by industry
(largely as a forecasting tool), and by universities (for instructional use and a wide
variety of research purposes). Despite the growing importance of such models in
various decision-making situations, the process of systematic model evaluation
haswith some noteworthy exceptionslagged seriously behind the process of
multi-model proliferation. Within the past few years, however, a handful of
significant attempts have been madewith respect to large scale econometric
modelsto conduct serious cross-model comparisons. Building on aseries of
pioneering efforts by Carl Christ [10], Irma Adelman [1], Henri Theil [50], and
others, the studies of Zarnowitz, Boschan and Moore [57], and Evans,Haitovsky
and Trcyz [21] are examples of current research work in this area. Particularmodel
builders, of course, have also subjected their own models to careful "audits"both
on sample and post-sample data. At thelevel of subsector and single equation
* This paper is a joint effort of the authors listed and was undertaken as a project of the Seminar
on Criteria for the Evaluation of EconometricModels (S. H. Hymans and H. T. Shapiro, co-chairmen)
of the Conference on Econometrics and Mathematical Economics,sponsored by the National Bureau
of Economic Research and the National Science Foundation. An earlierversion of this paper was
presented at the Brookings Model Conference, Washington, D.C. February11-12, 1972. The authors
are grateful to Professors C. Christ, R. A. Gordon, L.R. Klein and 1. D. Taylor for their continuing
help during many stages of the writing of this paper.
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models recent work byBisehoff [7], Hymans [37],[38], and Jorgenson. Hunter, and Nadiri [39]may he cited as examples ofcross-niodelevaluations. What stands out most clearly from all thesecvaluatjoii exercises is that, asidefrom the simplest single-equation caseswe suffer the lack of a clear andaccepted analytical basis for the selection ofproper criteria for model evaluation.This is true with respect to the criteria by whicha single model should beevaluated and holds a-fortiori in the case ofcross-model evaluations Thisstate of affairs has been themotivation for severalrecent papers, [21] [36], and istheraison-d'etrefor the NBER-NSF sponsored seminar which hasled to this paper.
In the next section ofthis paper, we shall outlinea framework which de- composes the evaluation set intofairly natural subsets,and thus permits the orderly discussion ofreasonably self-containedaspects of model evaluation. These are discussed inturn in succeeding sections ofthe paper. It has been our aimto suggest operationalprocedures for evaluation when- ever possible, and tocompare alternative procedureswhenever our knowledge permits. To this end,a number of statistical derivationsand proofs have been relegated to an appendix inorder that the flow ofdiscussion in the body of the paper may be more easily digested.While we have succeeded inarriving at some useful "recipes" forparticular evaluationcircumstances, thereare still gaping holes in our knowledge.For some evaluationproblems we simply havenothing to suggest for a "bestpractice" procedure, andwe have had to be content witha brief and generalenumeration of the alternative,often ad hoc, procedureswhich are in current use or undercurrent study. Most of whatwe have to say is in direct reference to time serieseconometric models, but muchof what follows applies to cross-section models withperhaps minor rephrasing.
11. ASPECTSOF MODEL EVALUATION
What we (as builders,users or judges of models)choose to do in theprocess of evaluatingan econometric model is heavilydependent on whatwe have chosen to axiomatize. At an earlystage in the life of a modelwe may regard its functiotial form as "up for grabs,"as something yet to bedetermined. At a laterstage, after the model has alreadybeen "certified" withrespect to functional form,we may choose to test hypothesesabout parameter valueswithin the confinesof the functional form alreadysettled upon or axiomated,'Alternatively, we maytake the approach whichone of the authors has called"Sherlock Holmes inference," a process of data analysis inwhich Sherlock theeconometrician weaves together all the bits of evidenceinto a plausible story.In this view, it istaken as axiomatic that the process beingmodeled is far toocomplicated and the dataavailable far too weak to he ableto specify and implementa structurally andbehaviorally sound representation. Suchnotions as parametrichypothesis testing, bestlinear unbiased estimators, andthe like are then whollyirrelevant, if notdangerously misleading. Nearly all thatremains is a series ofevaluative measurementsspecified in the light of theparticular uses to whichit is desired toput the model. At best,
This is the basic set-lip in theciassica statisticalprocedures based on the work ofFisher, Neymari, Pearson and others.
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the model can tentatively be certified as areasonable tool for spccffic uses until
it errs seriously and is found to have afatal uncorrectable flaw, or until it is replaced
by a better "untrue" model.2 Sherlockl-lolmes' inference leads naturally to
evaluation procedures heavily geared to thespecific potential uses of the model,
that is, to the calculation of performancestatistics with generally unknown prob-
ability characteristics (and a strong presumptionof stochastic dependence which
even eliminates the possibilityof conducting distribution-free statisticaltests).
Procedures of this kind have also had to beemployed in the evaluatton of models
originally constructed under a strongstochastic axiomatization. This has been
necessitated, for example, by the fact that we havenot yet succeeded in identifying
a uniquely proper way toevaluate a matrix of dynamicallygenerated time series
forecasts of all the endogenous variablesin a macroeconometric model. Nor do we
fully understand the stochastic propertiesof such a matrix,3 a necessary first step
in the generation of any statisticallyvalid inference procedure.
To break this formidable evaluation processdown into a series of manage-
able problems, we propose first a binarysplit into categories which we shall
refer to as paranietric and non-parametricevaluation. An evaluation procedure is
said to be parametric if it relies on a formalstatistical test based on the stochastic
specification assumed to apply to the econometricmodel. Non-parametric evalua-
tion is concerned with specializedand descriptive procedures such asthose
mentioned in the previous paragraph. Suchprocedures are not derived from the
stochastic assumptions of the model, andthey rarely depend on formal testsof
significance. It is our view that non-parametricevaluation can be important and
valid under many different axiomatizations,and we shall discuss this matter more
fully in section V below. Our discussionof parametric evaluation will proceed
according to the following outline:
Parametric Evaluation
1. Prior to "release" of the model
Model selection
Hypothesis tests and parameter estimation
Pseudo-forecasts and structural stability tests
2. Subsequent to "release" of themodel
Availability of a small post-sample data set:predictive testing, pooling
of sample and post-sample data.
Availability of a large post-sample data set.
Ill. PARAMETRIC EVALUATION: PRIOR TOMODEL RELEASE
In this section we discuss anumber of aspects of evaluationwhich are con-
sidered as taking place during the processof model construction and continuing
through to the first time the modelbuilder actually "puts his money" onthe
results generated by the model.
2This is not the first time that economists haveheard such arguments.
Except possibly for sonic very 5irnple cases.
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(a) Model Selection
The term "model selection" here refers to the problem of choosing between
aUernative functional representations ofdli ec000nlic relation. Tue dasical
statistical procedures which most economics graduate studentsare required to
internalize depend very heavily on a specification axiom. These procedures yield
likelihood ratio tests, minimum variance estimators and predictors, and other
such munificent benefits all under the assumption that Y= X/i * t and its
familiar accompanying probability statements accurately reflect thetrue state of
affairs. As practicing economists we arc wellaware that a logically prior problem
exists. Economic theory gives preciously few cluesas to the functional forms
appropriate to the specification of economic relationships, and thepresence of
randomerror terms in stochastically specified equations adds an additional
element of functional ambiguity. In certaincases, known in the literature as
situations of "nested hypotheses," classical statistical techniques provide sound
discriminating procedures limited in power "only" by thequantity and richness
of the sample evidence. Classical techniquesare woefully silent in the case of non-
nested hypotheses, or disparate families of hypotheses, but research isbeing done
in this area and there is also the possibility ofa useful Bayesian approach to such
problems.
Techniques for the handling of pairs of nested hypotheses ina linear econo-
metric model are by now second nature in the profession. Theyare well-docu-
mnented in our standard textbooks and there is littleto be gained by any review
here. Let us turn directly to the less understood problemof selecting among
alternative model specifications which cannot be representedin the framework
of nested hypotheses.
Ramsey has made an interesting beginning in theanalysis of non-nested
linear models 146]. Suppose we consider two alternativespecifications of a linear-
in-the-parameters model to explain the dependent variable Y:
H0:E[YX] = XfJ
HA:E[YIZ] = Z',',
where Z = g(X), and the functiong represents a non-stochastic, non-linear trans-
formation.H0is the maintained hypothesis, whileHAis the alternative hypothesis.
IfHAis true, then the regression calculated underH0has used an incorrect
functional form for the regressors. Lettingii denote the vector of residuals from
the least squares regression of Yon X, it is easilyshown [46; pp. 353-354] that
E[uIX, H0]= 0,
and
E[uJX, 114] = MZy
where M[1 - X(X'X) 'X']. Using Z= g(X), the second relation caii be
written as
E[uIX, HA] = Mg(X)y = h(X)y,




h(X) can be approximated as a multivariate power series in the X van-
a bles,
The predicted values of Y from the regression of Y on X, say1,are
linear functions of X, and therefore,
It should be possible to approximate h(X) by a power series in ?. It is




the number J represents a Jth degree power series approximation
to Ii(X),
the indexjbegins withj =2 since the least squares residuals are un-
correlated with, and
Y' refers to the jth power of1,element by element.
Under H0, all theshould be zero; under HA at least some of the cshould be
non-zero. Ramsey's idea, then, is to regress the residuals on powers of Land test
the hypothesis that the vector=(r2,3,.. . is null. Rejecting the null
hypothesis onis equivalent to rejecting 110 in favor of some hypothesis of the
form HA.5 In point of fact, Ramsey carries out the above test, not on the least
squares residuals, but on Theil's BLUS residuals [51 ; chapter 5]. The idea is the
same, but the BLUS residuals yield more convenient stochastic properties which
permit the test on the vectorto be carried out by the usual multiple regression
F-test, provided one begins with the assumption of (conditional) normality of
the vector
An alternative approach to the problem, one not limited to the linear model
framework and not requiring any condition analogous to the Z=g(X) require-
ment in the Ramsey approach, may be formulated as follows. Let two alternative
specifications of an economic relation be represented by the hypotheses H1 and
Hg. According to H1 the random variable Y has probability density function
(p.d.f.) fry; a'.), with the parameterspecified to be an element of the space
According to Hg, Y has p.d.f. g(%';fi)withfJeand furthermore
n
In such a case the usual (variants of) likelihood ratio tests are not available and
the asymptotic chi-square test on 2 In i. (where). is the likelihood ratio) cannot
The reader is referred to the Ramsey paper [46] for a more rigorous discussion.
Note that the test depends only on the alternative hypothesis that the X variables should have
been transformed viasome g(X)before running the regression. The functiongis not used specifically
in carrying out the test. The test is therefore quite general, but probably sacrifices power relative to a
test which might have been constructed for a specific alternative such asZ1 =In X.
In [46] Ramsey reports the results ofseveral applications of his test procedure. An entirely similar
procedure can be used to obtain tests for heteroskedasticity, omitted variables, and simultaneity, as
Ramsey indicates, but such testS do not necessarily pinpoint the cause of rejection of the maintained
hypothesis.
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be performed. Problems of this type have been studied by ft R. Cox [14][15]
who has suggested various procedures--within theframework of classical
statistics--for testing H, against Ii.
One possibility is to transform the problem intoa more familiar framework
by introducing a new parametery. The probability density function of the random
variable can then be written as
!t(y;,/3)=k[f(p; ct)]g(; j3)]I -'I,
where the factor of proportionality required for hto be a p.dil is given by
= [f(v,)](v, fl)]'dy.
'5
Employing h(y;ct,fl) onecan, at least in principle, obtain maximum likelihood
estimators for,/3 andy. Because of the presence of the factor k, themaximization
of the likelihood functionmay pose considerable numerical problems. Itappears
possible to use the asymptotic theory oflikelihood ratio tests for testing hypo-
theses about y. Clearly, confirmation that'is (close to) zero or unitysupports
one hypothesis and tends to discredit the other;intermediate values ofy are
ambiguous and awkward in economicssince the two hypothesesmay be in-
compatible. Perhaps such an outconiesuggests the interpretation that both
hypotheses are suspect.7




where L'() and L(fJ) are the samplelikelihoods under H1 and H respectively.
Since it is not true in thepresent case that it is not true in general that
'fg0; hence standard procedurescannot be applied. Let andfibe the maximum
likelihood estimators under H1 and H5respectively. The natural logarithm ofthe
generalized likelihood ratio is
1i= JnL7().-.InL(/)
=L1() - Lg(/)
={L1()- L5(fl+ {L1() - L1()J-- {L5(ft) -
where
fl=plim,
the probability limit takenon the assertion that H1 is true. Thata large value for
iJgConstitutes evidence against H5may be seen as follows. Under Hf and the
usual regularity conditions,
plim [L1(á)- L1()]=plim [L5()- L5(f32)]=0,
Recent work by Atkinson [5]. elaborates theresults giver by Cox. Moreover, it shows that in instances wheremultiple hypotheses(exceeding two) are employed,or when the eponentjaI combina- tion of the distributions involves twoparameters, y,,'/2(instead oly. I-) it may not be possible to identify the "mixing" parameters.
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plim {L1frz) - L8(I3)] > 0,8
and therefore a "large"renders evidence against H8.
The test statistic considered by Cox isa variant of!, namely
S1=- E8{L1(2) - L8(Th}
= {L1() - L8(/)} - - L8(fl)},
where E; denotes the expectationoperator conditional on the hypothesis H1.
It is shown by Cox that S- is asymptoticallynormally distributed and its
variance is obtained. Clearly thetest is not symmetric and the roles of H1 and
can be interchanged. The results of the teston S. may indicate consistency with
11k, departure from hf in the directionof H8 or departure away from H8. If the
test is performed on both S1 and S8 (obtained by interchangingthe roles of Hf
and H8), there are nine possible outcomes andcare must be taken to employ the
correct qualitative interpretation. In appendix section A.!we give an example of
an application of this procedure. Unfortunately, the testcannot be performed
routinely since, as we show in the appendix, the form of thetest statistic depends
crucially on the nature of the hypotheses to be tested andcan easily involve
nuisance parameters. Further, carrying out thetest requires computations of
substantial analytical difficulty.
Finally, we turn to a Bayesian approach to the problemof model selection.




as a measure of whether the data generally favor hypothesis f relative to hypo-




L(v; fi) W(/J, g) df3,
where W(o,f) and W(fl,g) are "appropriately" definedweights relating to the
parameters (c,fl) and hypotheses (H1, H8) under consideration. Itis perhaps
simplest to illustrate the meaning of such weights in the likelihoodfunction in the
following way.
Let th1 and( = I - &) represent the model builder's "prior probabilities"
attaching to (initial degrees of belief in) H1 and H8 respectively.Let p1(a) be the
prior density on, given that H1 is true; similarly let p8(fl) be the prior density
on J given that Hg is true. Let w1(ce) be the "cost" of rejecting H1 whentrue and
w8(fJ) the "cost" of rejecting H8 when it (H8) istrue. The (expected) cost of rejecting
H1, on the basis of informationy, when in fact H1 is true, is
th1JL(y;)p1()w1(c)de.
8 Recall that the probability limitsare taken conditional on
297Similarly the (expected) cost of rejectingH when it is, in fact, true is
fL(j;//)p/t5(/)d/1.
In this context the weight W(,f) is givenby dijpj()w1(), and similarly for
W(fl, g). The usual rule derived from minimizingexpected loss is:
AcceptIIiftj
L{v; )pt)w1(a) (1 f L(y; fl)P5(I1)w5(fl)i/fl,
otherwise reject.
Now ifwj(a) = st'g(13) = c,a constant independent ofandfi,then the rule
reduces to:
Accept H1 (on the basis of informationy) if:
I.
(7) J L'(y; fl)Pg(fl) ti/i -
The lel't-hand quantity, ofcourse, is the usual definition of posterior odds.
Current activity in thisarea of Bayesian research, e.g., Geisel [24], Zellner[58],
Learner [41], Dickey 119], is aimedat exploring the implications of alternative
weighting functions (prior densities).There arc several importantsubstantive implications of the Bayesian literatureon this topic, including (a) Minor differences
in R2's among the competingmodels allow considerablediscriminatory power depending on the degrees-of-freedom(b) An appropriate criterionstatistic for
choice among models is (roughly)an average of the sample R2 andan "a priori" R2 computed usinga priori likely values of theparameters. (That is, it does not
matter ifan R2 is high if it implies absurdvalues of the parameters.)
Economic model builders rarelyview themselves in the roleof decision maker. Generally, the modelbuilder concentrateson the estimation of many
parameters and the pure testing of relativelyfew hypotheses.9 But here, inthe crucial area of model selection,is a circumstance clearlydefined as a decision problem, whether to select H1or H5 as the axiom on which toproceed in sub- sequent analysis.'°And this clearlyrepresents an area for which Bayesiananalysis
In current practice, most of thepure statistical tests carried out by model buildersinvolve either the omitted variables specificationanalysis of Theil [50], or the test forstructural change discussed by Chow [9], or various tests for thepresence of autocorrelation These majorexceptions aside, it seems clear that far more time andattention is given to estimation thanto the statistical testing of hypotheses. '° Werecognize a logical problem here: having chosen on the basis of the data available, subsequent estimates of parameters,tests of hypotheses etc. are to beunderstood as conditionalon the "truth" of H1. Hut given that thechoice of H1 is itself theoutcome of a statistical test the prob- abilistic properties of the subsequent estimators,the levels of significance,are not the Stated (nominal) ones. The latter would hold only f ll, were in facttrue, and would be valid in thepresent case condi- tionally on H1. Indeed, empirical research
ought to differentiate sharply betweenthe test and "discovery" of hypotheses. Thus, if aftera long "data mining" process one decidesthat a given model fits the data well, this exercise ought not to beunderstood as a test of the hypothesisthat the world is described by such a model: at least not at thestated level of significance. Itmay. however, and indeed ought to be thought ofas the discoveryor the formulation of a hypothesis to besubsequently tested on an independ- ent body of data. An early reference to thisproblem is T k l3ancroft [6'j
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Sis tailor-made. After all, we do approach model selection with strong prior attach-
ments even now. Only we tend--as a group--to apply these attachments in rather
ad hoc, if not haphazard, and surely not reproducible ways. There may be a great
deal to be gained by formalizing these procedures along Bayesian lines.
(b) EstimationandTesting
At this point we assume that some model selection procedure has gotten the
researcher to the point at which it is appropriate to seek optimal parameter
estimates (or to test hypotheses) under the usual specification axiom regarding
appropriateness of the form of the model being analyzed. The existing econo-
metric literature is more explicit in this area and in recent years econometricians
have begun to pay increasing attention to the estimation of parameters which
are subject to constraints [33] [52] and to various problems involving non-linear
estimation [18] [26], There would seem to be little purpose in our reviewing this
literature which is quite familiar to most of those who engage in the construction
(and testing) of econometric models. Rather, we have chosen to call attention to
two strands of thought which exist in the literature of mathematical statistics,
which seem to us to be potentially useful in economic problems, and which are on
the whole not at all well-known to econometric model builders. We refer to two
different situations involving restrictions on parameter values. The first --to
which we now turn--is a case of intermediate hypotheses involving successively
more severe restrictions on the admissable parameterspace.'' Here the problem
has not yet been satisfactorily solved and we mention it briefly to draw attention
to a research area which could yield a substantial payoff for econometric model
building.




where 0 is a vector of parameters,is the admissable parameter space, and
It may be meaningful to conduct a sequence of tests on the intermediate
hypotheses a),, w, ... , w,where
..................DW=W,
in order to be able to pinpoint the reason, say, for the failure of hypothesis H0
above.
12
Suppose, in other words, that we employ the following procedure: Test w1
againstw0 .If w, is not rejected, textw2againsta)1 -w2. If'-2is not
Economists arefamif jarwith aspecial case of this problem involving asinglesubset hypothesis.
andChow[9] has provided a usefulmethod for dealingwitha two.sarnpieproblem within the subset
hypothesisframework.
Thus, a Chow test [9] niay lead to the inference of structural change either because the coefficient
vector,JI, in themodel Y= Xfl + ediffers between the two sample periods under investigation,or
because the variance ofr has changed(orboth). kwould therefore be desirable to be able to handle
anintermediatehypothesisregardingthe stability of the variance of c.
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rejected, test w3 against2 - 0)3 ,and so on. If no rejections occur, then
H0(OEOJ = a,,), is accepted. If, however,some subhypothesis is rejected, say we
relect OWk and thus accept Oa(wk- (Ok), 0 < k < Pt, ve know that 0'JI=k '
and Ot(w_ r ai),being the coniplernent of Wk (in). Since the sequence of
intermediate hypotheses represents successivelymore severe restrictions upon
the parameter space, the test tellsus at what point the severity of the restriction
becomes incompatible with the sample and, consequently,we know "why" J1is
rejected.
Problems of this type have been discussed extensively by,among others,
Darroch and Silvey [16], Hogg [31], Larson and Bancroft [40], and Seber [47].
To this point no easy solutions have yet been identified,a principal stumbling
block involving the problem of statistical dependence ofthe successive hypothesis
tests.
A more satisfactory result can be.displayed in thecase, to which we now turn,
involving a Lagrange multiplier approachto the testing of a set of restrictions on
the parameters being estimated. In generalterms, the problem can be stated as
follows. Let Y be a random variable (or vector) with p.d.f. f(v;0) depending on a
k-dimensional vector of parameters denoted by 0.Itis asserted that certain
restrictions hold, say h(0)= 0, where Iz(0)is an r-dimensional vector valued
function with r < k. The parameterscan, in general, be estimated by first imposing
the restrictions on the vector 0 or, alternatively, by maximizingthe expression
A) = L(y; 0) + A'h(0)
with respect to 0 and A, where L(y; 0) is the loglikelihood corresponding to a
sample on Yand A is an r-dimensionalvector of Lagrange multipliers.
The latter approach can be shownto yield a test of the validity of the restric-
tions, while the former does not. Onecould, of course, estimate unrestricted
parameters and then derive statistics appropriate to testingthe restrictions. If the
restrictions are thereby rejected, then theunrestricted parameter estimatesare
the appropriate ones. On the other hand, ifthe hypothesis h(0)= 0 is accepted
one would want to have the estimates obtained froma procedure which observes
the restrictionspresuniablyon grounds of efficiency. The Lagrangian procedure
yields both restricted parameters and theestimated Lagrange multipliers. In this
case the test on the validity of the restrictionsmay be carried out on the Lagrange
multipliers. If the restrictionsare, in fact, valid the Lagrange multipliers should
be zero since the restrictions imposedon the procedure are not bindingthe
data already incorporate suchrestrictions. Thus, a test on the estimatedmulti-
pliers should lead to acceptance ofthe hypothesis that theyare "insignificantly
different from zero."
On the other hand, if the restrictionsare invalid then the restrictions imposed
by the procedure are, in fact, bindingand a test based on the estimatesof the
Lagrange multipliers should yieldthe conclusion that theyare "significantly
different from zero." Thus, insignificanceof Lagrange multipliers leadsto accept-
ance of the restricted model, while significanceleads to rejection of the restricted
model and thus acceptance of theunrestricted model. If the unrestricted modelis
accepted, however, the restricted estimatesare no longer appropriateon grounds
of possible inconsistency dueto misspecification.
300Such problems have been investigated by Aitchison and Silvey [2], [3], [4],
who have shown that under the usual regularity conditions underlying maximum
likelihood estimation, the appropriate test statistic for thc hypothesis
H0:A = 0
is





and V is the so-called "information matrix,"
I[2L(r 0) ----E'T [00'
In the test statistic A all unknown parameters have been replaced by theirresrricu'd
maximum likelihood estimates. If the statistic is "small" we accept the restricted
model; if "large" we reject. Notice that if the restricted model were, in fact,valid
then we would expect the restricted estimates to be "close" to theunrestricted ones.
But the unrestricted estimates imply tL,/0 = 0; thus, ii both are closethen for
the restricted estimates we would have ÔL/8O0. Such considerations make this
test intuitively quite attractive. Aitchison and Silvey have shownthat the statistic A
is, asymptotically, distributed as Chi-square with r degrees-of-freedomunder the
hypothesis A = 0.
It is instructive to specialize the AitchisonSilvey test tothe linear model
framework and compare it with the more familiar F-test based on theunrestricted
estimates. Suppose
Y = XI?+ &,
where Y is (T x 1); X is (T x K), nonstochastic, and of rank K;fiis (K x 1);
and t is a (T x 1) multivariate normal vector with mean zero andcovariance
matrix a21. The log-likelihood function is
T T
L =---ln(2it) -- --ln2 -
2 2 2a
and, for subsequent reference, we note thatf32L/I3ôjT = (1/a2)(S), where
S = (X'X). The restrictions onfiare given by
RJ3 = r,
where r is a J x 1 vector of known constants; Ris a (J x K) matrix of known
constants with the rank of R equal to J < K. We thenform the Lagrangean function,




1aL(1' 0) 3L(y; 0)
T T 0S
Maximizingwith respect to ii, o-2, and A yields the estimators (sec [25, pp. 256
258]:
/3 = b ± S 'R'(RS 'R)'(r -- Rh)
=(RS - 'R') - 'fr - Rb)
and
where b is the unrestricted Least Squares estimator, h = S 'X'Y; andis the
(restricted estimator) residual vector,= (Y - Xfl).
The Aitchison--Silvey test-statistic, A, is
A = 'D'.
In this case D 'is given by - Ta2(RS 'R'), since R' is itself the derivative of the
constraint function with respect to the parameter vector /1, and the information
matrix is given by
ira2Ll I I





since S is a non-stochastic matrix. Thus,
=
=
= -- Ta2 (RS 'R').
Substituting the tatter into A in equation (4) yields:
A = c2A'(RS'R').
This statistic is asymptotically distributedas (central) chi-square with J degrees-
of-freedom under the hypothesis A= 0, as shown in [48]. With a2 unknown,
can be substituted, yielding the observable test-statistic
A =
which converges in distribution to theasymptotic distribution of .4 (since a2 is
consistent for a2) and is therefore also asymptoticallychi-square with J degrees-
of-freedom, if A = 0.
302The common test of the hypothesis Rh= r is based on an F-distributed
statistic the derivation of whichmay be motivated as follows. The specifIcation
of the model implies that the unrestricted Least Squaresestimator, h, is distributcd
multivariate .i(/,a2S'), so that
R(b - /3) = (Rh- R/J)1(O, c2RS 'W).
But if Rfl = r, it follows that
(Rb - r)1'(0,a2RS'R),
and therefore the statistic
C = (Rb - r)'[aRS 'R']'(Rb - r)
=L(Rb- r)'(RS'R')'(Rh - r)
is distributed as (central) chi-squame with J degrees-of-freedom.The statistic C
contains the nuisance parameter a2, but
e'e(Y - Xb)'(Y - Xh)TC/2
is independent of the estimator b and is distributedas (central) chi-square with
(T - K) degrees-of-freedom. Thus,
C/J (Rb - r)(RS 'R')'(Rh - r) (T - K)
T.q'2/52(T- K)- 92 Ti
is distributed as (central) F with J and (7'- K) degrees-of-freedom, if Rfl = r.
To compare the latter with the Aitchison-Silveytest, substitute the ex-
pression forfrom (2) into the expression for A given in (5) to yield
a2 1
A =- (r - Rh)'(RS'R')'(r - Rb).
Suppose now that a2 is known and does not have to be estimated, then A becomes
A =-(r - Rb)'(RSR')'(r - Rb) a
= -(Rb - r)'(RS'R') '(Rb- r),
which is precisely the statistic C given in (7). Thus, if a2were known, the
Aitchison-Silvey test would coincide with the usual test on the unrestricted
estimators, for the latter would then be based on the statistic C, there beingno
need to employ TS/'2ja2 to get rid of any nuisance parameter. From this we obtain
the conclusions that, within the linear model framework as specified
303the two testsarc (lnathematically) equivalentif a2 is known,
the Aitchison_Silveytest is a valid small samplelest under the normality assumption on, provided a2 is known.
If a2 is unknown,we then have the choice betweenthe small sampleF-test and the asymptoticchisquare test. Iwo additionalresults can beproven for the case of unknowna2:
the two testsare asymptotically equivalentin the sense that Jand 4 have the sameasymptotic distribution (seeappendix section A.2), If z is normallydistributed, then theusual F-test is theappropriate test because the other isonly asymptoticallyvalid, while the F-testis valid for any samplesize, enjoys theproperties of a"NeymaiStructure" test [42 chapter 43 andso on. Furthermore, although
is distributedas chi-square vith (T- K ± J) degreesoffree010 itis not Independent of theestimator h, and thuscannotbe used toconvert A Into an F-statisticwith more denominatordegreesoffre0(hence higher power) than(see appendix sectionA.2).
Finally, andprobably most importatitfrom aneconometric model point of view, itappetrs that in theabsenceofa normalityassumption on c the Aitchison_- Silvey test basedon A is preferable to thetest based on.for the followingcon- siderations. Ifis not normallydistributed, the statisticC given in equation(7) will he distributedas chi-square with Jdegreesoffre0asymptotically, since it is mathematicallyequivalent to Further theasymptotic distribution ofC will be Unaffectedif the a2 in (7) isreplaced by anyconsistent estimator Ineffect, the standardstatisticresults from replacing a2by a consistent estimator derived from h,while the Aitchisonsilveystatistic A results fromreplacing a2 by a2 a consistentestimator derived fronifi which containsthe restrictiotisRflr. If the restrictionsare valid then ê2 shouldbe preferable to .(i'2(on grounds of efficiency), in thesame way that any fullinformation estimatoris to be preferred to its correspondinglimited informationestimator Although itdoes not matter asymptotically for any fInitesample size theestimator .Y'2 can beconsidered to be basedon a sample of size(T- K) while a2 can be consideredto be based ona sample of size (T- K + J) > (T K).'4
This could beproven directly withoutappealing to the equivalenceof C and 4. Ifr is not normal!) distributede can consider a quasi-maxj0
likelihood estimationpioblem. as thoughe





each ofwhjch sasymptotically y jfRfi= r. fixedsample estimatorofa2 by virtueofits
r)'(RS'R)(Rhr)
- ri(RSRy '(Rh -
We are arguing that Aispreferable becausejs-a'better" using more informationabout the structu1mode!.
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wThe reader will have noted that the discussion in this section has been predi-
cated on a single-equation approach with non-stochasticregressors. In the caseof
stochastic regressors little difficulty is introduced if theregressors ale fully inde-
pendent of the error term i. The small-sample F-test based on equation (8) would
become a conditional F-test (conditional on the observed X's). In the Aitchison




which can be consistently estimated by
=
(10) = â2.'[RS'R']A,
precisely as in equation (6). The AitchisonSilvey Test is thus completelyun-
affected by the presence of random regressors if they are independentof5 Ifthe
regressors include a lagged dependent variable (and we maintain the assumption
of independent error terms) it becomes necessary to rely on a central limit theorem
for dependent random variables to establish the asymptotic distributionofthe
AitchisonSilvey statistic. Theil [51 p.487] refers to one such central limit theorem
which would apparently justify use of the AitchisonSilvey test in thecase of a
lagged dependent variable.
Finally, suppose we are dealing with a simultaneous-equations model. If Ji is
a vector of reduced-form parameters, then all of the foregoing applies. We are more
apt, however, to be concerned about restrictions applying to behavioral (structural)
parameters of the model. In that case, suppose the regressors in the equation for
Ycontain predicted values of some endogenous variables obtained from a directly
estimated reduced form, so that b andfibecome, respectively, unrestricted and
restricted 2SLS estimators of the structural parameters /3. If the structural error
terms are serially independent and the predetermined variables are either non-
stochastic or fully independent of the structural error terms, then the Aitchison-
Silvey test can be performed on the 2SLS estimators with unchanged asymptotic
justification, precisely as discussed in the immediately preceding paragraph.'6
15 /T(A/T) would still be asymptotically normally distributed, orequivalently---ñ(h- /3)
wouldbeasymptoticallynormallydistributedwithzeromeanandcovariancematrix
a Plim (T - '.whicti would again result in the statistic C in (7) being asymptotically y ifR/3 = r.
6 TheAitchison-Silvey test-statistic would still be consistently estimatedby the A of equation (10),
which would still yield the statistic
- r)'(RSR') '(Rh - r)
upon substitution for, though b is now the unrestricted 2SLS estimator. It is shown in [14; pp. 190-191]
that under the conditions stated above,
-/3)is asymptotically.t(O,o plimiii)
'),
where K contains "predicted" endogenous variables. This is all thai is needed to establish that the
above statistic is asymptotically y3 (if Rfl = r), with a2 being the variance estimator based upon
(the restricted 2SLS estimator of /3).
305The presence of lagged endogenous variables wouldagain lead to the need fora
central limit theorem for dependent variables.
(c) Pseudo-Forecasts andStructural StabilityTests
We assume now that an econometric model hasbeen estimated and is ready
for a "forecasting" evaluation priorto actual use as an operating model. Anuin-
ber of evaluation methods are available andseveral will be discussed in section V
below. Here we should like toconcentrate on the use of a data set which could
have been pooled with the sample usedto estimate the model, hut was instead
"saved" for a post-construction test of themodel. We are well aware that under
strong specification axioms it makesmore sense to use all the available data in
estimation, than to savesome of it for later testing. This view is arguedper-
suasively by Christ [11;pp. 546-548]. But in a realistic situation in which model
selection procedures, hypothesistests of various kinds, and a number of other
"experiments" all amount to considerabledata-mining, it would seem wiseto have saved some dataon which to evaluate the resulting model.'7
Suppose, then, that the model-builderhas available a set ofin observations
on each of the independent and dependentvariables of the model. These dataare assumed to lie outside the sampleused to estimate the model, and itis further assumed that the in observationsare too few in number to permit re-estimation
of the model)8 The model isto be used along with theinobservations on the independent variables togenerate in forecasts of the dependentvariable(s) which can then be compared with thein known values of the dependent variable(s).For the case of a single equation andm = I, a normality assumptionon the error term (plus serial independence ofthe error term) permits the familiart-test which can be
considered equivalently eitheras a predictive test of the modelor as a test of structural stability. For the singleequation case with in > I, itis possible to calculate a root mean squarederror of forecast (the square root of theaverage of the squared forecastingerrors) and it is temptingto think that such a Statistic should be approximately thesame as the standard error of estimateof the Jilted equation if the structure hasnot changed. That this isnot so, is alluded to in a recent paper by Jorgenson, Hunterand Nadiri [39].
Suppose the relation Y= Xf3 + c, with the same assumptionsas previously given (including normality),is estimated by Least-Squares.The residual vector, saye,is given by
e =
where
M = IXS 'X',
ande'e/(T - K)has expectation i2. Thestandard error of estimate is.of course, the square root ofe'e/(T- K).Now suppose that X0 is the(in x K) matrix of
17 Obviouslyif the model builder "knows" thedata set which has been saved, hemay find it impossible to prevent it from influencinghis specification of the model.To that exent, a teston saved data is biased in favor of the model beingtested. Subsequent testingon data which could no have been known at the time of modelconstruction is clearly more desirable.
En section IV we discuss thecase in which there are enough new datato re-estimate the model on the new data set.
306observations to he used in the predictive test of the model. If the structureof the
model is correct, then
=X0fl-o
and the vector of forecast errors, say e0, is gwen by
= X0h,
where b = S 1X'Y It is well known that under the stated assumptions e0is
distributed as multivariate Normal with mean zero and covariancematrix
2(Im + X0S 1X), where I,, is an (in x in) identity matrix. Denoting thematrix
(I,,, + XØS 'X) by Q, it follows that
e'0(I,,, + XØS 1X'0) e0Q 'e0 -
is distributed as (central) chi-square with in degrees-of-freedom.Thus
E[e'0Q'e0/m]o.
The mean squared error of forecast, however, is given by ee0/m, note'0Q'e0/m,
and the difference between these two measures is
e'0e0/rn (eQ 'e0/m = e'0(I,,, - Q ')e0/m.
It can be shown (see appendix section A.3) that (I,,, - Q) is a positive definite
matrix. Thus e'(Im - Q - )e0/m is always positive which implies that
E(e'0e0/ni) > E(e'Q'e0/rn)
The root mean squared errOr of forecast, which is the square rootof e'e0/m,
should thus be expected to exceed the standard error ofestimate of the fitted
equation. Intuitively, this result is due to the fact that the varianceof the forecast
error arises not only fromthe residual variance, r2, but also fromthe discrepancy
between b and fi. The proper predictive test involves theratio
e'0Q'e0/?ne'o(Im + X0S 'X'0)te/m
e'e/(T - K) e'c/(T - K)
which "corrects" for the component of the prediction errordue to imprecision in
the estimation of/3, and is distributed as (central) F with inand (T - K) degrees-
of-freedom, if the structure is unchanged [40].
It is interesting that this predictive testing procedure canbe generalized to the
situation in which the reduced form of a linear simultaneousequations model is
used to forecast m new observations on each of G endogenousvariables. We make
the following assumptions:
the predetermined variables are non-stochastic,
the reduced form error terms are Normallydistributed, serially inde-
pendent, but contemporaneously dependent with contemporaneous co-
variance matrix denoted by Z.
the reduced form parameters are estimated byordinary least squares.
307The covariance matrix Zis estimated by Z with typical elemente'r,./(T- K) where e is the vector of residuals fromthe reduced form equationcorresponding to the ith endogenous variable,eis the residual vector correspondingto the
reduced form equation of the jthendogenous variable, and K is thetiumber of predetermined variables (thesame, of course, in all G reduced formequations). Now define eas an (mG x I) vector of forecasterrors, where the first in elements
correspond to the first endogenousvariable, the second in elementscorrespond to the second endogenous variable,and so on. We show in appendixsection A.3 that the statistic
(eg)'[.Z-' ® (1ni+ X0S 'Xy
where 0 represents the Kroneckerproduct, is distributedas (central) F with mG and (T - K- G + I) degrees-of-frcedoif the structure is unchanged.Itis obvious that for G= I the expression in (12) collapses to the singleequation statis- tic given in (1 l).°'
The assumption ofnon-stochastic predetermined variablescan be relaxed in two ways. lithe predeterminedvariables are stochastic but fullyindependent of the reduced formerror terms, then the test-statisticgiven in (12) isappropriate for an F-test conditionalon hot/i X and X0. More interestingis the case of pre- determined variables which includelagged endogenous variables.Suppose we make a series of in one-periodforecasts, that is, always usingactual values for the lagged endogenous variables.It is then possible to considerthe forecasts to be conditional on the observed matrixX0. even though X0contains lagged endo-
genous variables. In this case, 1j'Tis larse(the size ofn: does not matter)
(e)'[Z' ® (I,,, +X0S- 'X)-'](e')
can be considered to havean approximate chi-square distributionwith mG degrccs-of-freeoif the structure isunchanged (see Appendix sectionA.3).2° Unfortunately, wedo not at thistinie know of any analogousstatistical test fora sequence of dynamic forecasts in whichthe modelgenerates its own lagged endogenous variables. Weconclude this section by observingthat if the model passes its predictive test evaluation,the us saved observations,.should then pre- sumably (but see footnote 10)be incorporated into thedata set to reestimate the model on all (T + in)observations, lithe model fails,then, of course, it's "backto the drawing board."
'Except for a recursive model, itmakes little sense to assume that I isdiagonal, for each reduced form ci ror term is. in general,a linear combinat ion of all the structuralerror terms On the other hand, if we consider the set of Gequations to be 'seemingly unrelatedregressions:' Z might be diagonal in which case (12) can be simplifiedto
(' j'ei,,+ X0S 'X' - K - G + 1)
t't' !--K G(T - K)
where e0is the set of in forecasterrors corresponding to the ith dependentvariable. In this case, the test-statistic is proportional to thesum of the single-equation test-statisticsas given in (II). 20
The statistic in (12) yieldsa small sample test and would be proportionalto a2 if Iwere known The F distribution arises becauseI has been used as a Wishart-distribuledestimator of Z In equation (13), which is only approximatelyvalid for large samples,no such correction is appropriate If .Z itself were in(13)thestatjsticwould still be onlyanapproximatey. and since lisa consistent estimator of Z. the same should hold forthe statistic containing Z.
308IV. PARAMETRIC EVALUAI'ION: SUBSEQUFNTT o Moiu. RELEASE
In this section we present a brief set ofconiments re!ated to the evaluation of
econometric models which arc already at an operating stage. This section is quite
brief for two primary reasons. First, the procedures discussed in this section depend
on a sufficiently strong axiomatization to permit statistical testing in the familiar
classical sense; there is not a great deal of scope for discussion here becauseour
current knowledge is not terribly extensive. Secondly, much of what there is to say
can be said by referring the reader back to discussions already presented in the
previous section.
Availability oja Small Data Set
Here we have reference to the continual flow of new data which, in thecase
of time series models, accrues a point at a time. Existing modelscan be checked
against small sets of new data very frequently. Indeed, most of the operatingmacro
forecasting models are subjected to a 'residual analysis" check at leastonce per
calendar quarter as new national income account data are issued by thegovern-
ment. These and other models, however, could in principle be put through a
regularly scheduled predictive testing procedure along the lines discussed in
section III, part (c). The only differences lie in the fact that the test procedure would
be conducted on a data set which, obviously, could not have been incorporated
into the original sample. Such predictive testing is especially valuable because it
involves data successively further separated from the sample data used in the
initial specification of the model.
A clearly useful procedure would be to incorporate each new data set into the
model's estimation sample each time a predictive test is passe.2' Most model-
builders stop far short of such a procedure and re-estimate, indeed re-build, their
models on a much looser schedule. It is not quite so obvious whether failure to
pass a given predictive test, based on a small data set, should be grounds for
immediate rejection of a model, for a number of reasons. Newly released data are
frequently subject to substantial subsequent revision; it may be the new data
which have failed the test, not the model. Small data sets can be heavily dominated
by unique events which are outside the model's specified structure. Such circum-
stances have to he recognized as alimitationof the model, not as an indication that
those processes which are represented within the model have been proven to be
inadequately specified.
Availability oja Large Data Set
Some econometric models are constructed in order to test hypotheses, not to
be in continual use as forecasting or policy-analysis models. In such cases, they
may well lie dormant over periods of time long enough for substantial new bodies
of data to emerge. In the case of cross-section models, large sets of new data con-
tinually appear or can be obtained. In these circumstances it is possible to use the
new data set, by itself, to re-estimate the model. This, of course, puts the model-
builder (or someone else, for that matter) into the position of being able to conduct
21 Ray Fair, for example, isone of the few model operators who actually re-estimates his model
each quarter. See [22].
309a rather powerful test ofstructural change.Economists are quitefamiliar with the use of the analysis ofvariance test discussedby Gregory ('how[9] for thissitua- tion. Here, especially,it would be usefulif the series-testson successivelymore restrictive nested hypotheses22were to become operational.
The predictivetests as discussed aboveare not, of course, limitedin applica- tion to small datasels and are thereforealternatives to the Chowtest. The latter, however, is a morepowerful test whenthe new data set islarge enoughto be used by itself to re-estimatethe model. Indeed,the Chow test is theclassical likelihood ratio test for thissituation.23
V. NON-PARAMETRICEVALUATION
In view of thenature of the precedingdiscussion, it is usefulto remind the reader once againthat no pejorativeintent is to beinferred fromour use of the term non-parametricevaluation, or itsconnection with theprocess of Sherlock Holmes inferencewhich we identifiedearlier. Indeed,we firmly believethat the need for somewhatdescriptive kinds ofevaluation procedurespoints as muchto the richness ofthe areas ofapplication ofeconometric modelsas it does to any inability of economiststo put forth astrong axiomatizationfor their models.The spirit of ourdiscussion heremay be stated as follows.In the currentstate of our knowledge andanalytical needs,to concentrateour attention solelyon proving or disproving the"truth" of aneconometric modelis to choosean activity virtually guaranteed tosuppress the majorbenefits whichcan flow from theproper use of econometric models.1-laying constructedthe best modelsof whichwe arecapable,24 we ought to concernourselves directlywith whetheror not particularmodels can be consideredto be reliable toolsfor particularuses, regardless ofthe strict faithfulness of theirspecification. In thiscontext, "validation"becomes aproblem-dependentor decision- dependentprocess, differing fromcase to caseas the proposeduse of the model under considerationchanges. Thusa particular modelmay be validated forone purpose and not foranother. In eachcase the process ofvalidation is designedto answer the question: Isthis modelfulfilling the statedpurpose? Wecan then speak of the evaluationol' these modelsas the process ofattempting tovalidate them for a series of purposes.25Thus the motivationof model-buildersor users becomes directly relevantto the evaluationof the modelsthemselves. The"success" ofa model can thenbe measuredby the extentto which it enablesits user todecrease the frequencyandconsequences ofwrong decisions. AsZarnowitz [55] haspointed
22
See section III.part U'). 23
The Chow test isa fixed sample F-testbased on thesame strict axiomatizationas the predictive
test discussed insection III, part (c). Wehave not hereconcerned ourselveswith generalizationsin the
direction of laggeddependent variables.reduced-forms vs.structural models,and so on.Presumably
this could be donealong the lines ofour previous discussions,with substantialbenefits accruingto
the process ofeconometric modelevaluation. And while continuingthe search forever closer approximations
to economic reality. Howrey et. at. [36]have pointedout that the methodof estimationitself may alsobe partially
a function of theuse to which the modelis to he put. Theevaluation of anymodel should, ofcourse,
include an evaluationof the estimating
procedures used. Wedo not commenton this aspect ofthe
evaluation process here.For an interestingdiscussion of thisissue, see Howry[36).
310out, however, the full application ofeven this more limited goalstil! poses very high
informational requirements, namely :(i) the errors niust he identifiable, (ii) the
preferences of the decision maker and the constraints tinder which heoperates
must be available, (iii) the cost of providing the model must he ascertained. Large
macroeconometric models, for example, are frequently used for both forecasting
and policy analysis. En the role ola forecasting instrument,a model's usefulness is
directly related to the accuracy of itsex anteforecasts. In the case of the policy
analysis role, the main criterion is how well the model performs with respect to
conditional forecasts based on particular configurations of policy options. In
this case, especially, the user of the model typically possesses some--at least quali-
tative---knowledge about the policy maker's preferences concerning growth rates,
inflation, unemployment, and so on. Such knowledge providesa natural set of
criteria by which to judge the model's adequacy as a tool of policy analysis.26
But even here it is dangerous to polarize the evaluation too strongly onto
specific use-oriented criteria. Our tests or evaluation procedures shouldinitially
at leastcenter on the ability of the model to generate "historical" simulations
which conform to the actual data. These simulations might be either deterministic
or stochastic, and either static (one period) or dynamic (multi-period) in nature.
A minimal requirement would involve a broad consistency of the data generated
by a deterministic single-period simulation with the data from the actual historical
record (both within and outside the sample period).27
However, even if a model "passed" a more demanding test of its ability to
"track" the historical record (e.g., a deterministic multi-period historical simula-
tion), economists would normally also want to investigate whether or not the
model responded to various types of stimuli in the fashion anticipated or suggested
by economic theory or independent empirical observation. Quite aside from the
individual hypotheses underlying particular equations in the system, economists
have certain (not entirely independent)"reduced Jorm" hypothesesto which they
would demand "acceptable" models to conform. That is, as a profession we seem
to have developed some more or less vague ideas about the magnitudes of various
impact. dynamic and steady-state multipliers as well as some prior notions about
other dynamic characteristics that the model "should" exhibit. Despite 1-Iaavelmo's
early warning [27], however, we have, at least until the recent work of Howrey [34],
failed to realize just how difficult such tests are to design and carry out. This set
of issues was finally confronted again at a recent N BER conference concerned with
whether or not an existing set of models adequately reproduced the cyclical swings
observed in our economicsystem.23It is difficult to catalogue what seems to be a
26Thus, a model which accurately predicts the employment effects of alternative tax policies may
be considered "successful" even if its prediction of the composition of GNP is poor by the standards
for other uses of a model.
27 Especially, perhaps. in the simulation of historical episodes which involve policy changesor
initial conditions relevant to current interests and decisions It should he emphasized. however, that
consistency of the data generated by a deterministic multi-period simulation with historical data is
in general too strong a requirement. Howrey and Kalejian [35] have shown that under certain cir-
cumstances the dynamic deterministic simulation path of a correctly specified non-linear model may
differ substantially from the historical time path.
28Confercnce on Research in Income and Wealth, Harvard University. November 14IS, 1969
For a summary introduction to these issues as they arose at this conference see Hickman [30].
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minimal set of demandsof this sortas needs and requirementsvary according to the preferences andprejudices of the researcherand the actual needsof the user. In any case, theconstraints imposed by thesedemands are, given thecurrent state of knowledge, notoverly stringent. Even ifwe consider the case of thegovernment expenditure multiplierwherea relatively large amount ofevidence hasaccumu- lated, "acceptable''estimates of its magnitude(both impact andsteady state)vary widely among different"accepted" models ofthe U.S. economy.
We should also brieflyconsider whether in alltypes of experiments thesimu- lated data should begenerated by stochasticor non-stochastic simulationproce- dures. Certainlystochastic simulation, ifwe have the necessaryextra information (in practicewe often ignore the problemof obtaining goodestimates of the variance-covariance matrixof the disturbanceprocess), vill yielda more informa- tive characterizationof the model beingused and thus increasethe quality of the evaluation procedure.Further, if the modelis non-linear, andmost macro- econometric modelsare these days, then thereduced form of the modelcannot be infeired from theresults of a non-stochasticsolution [35]. That is.the application of non-stochasticsimulation proceduresyields results thatshould be expectedto differ from thoseimplied by the propertiesof the actual reducedform of the model. Although somepreliminary experimentswith the Whartonmodel suggestedthat the differenceswere not large, the resultsof the more extensivemulti-model study by Haitovsky andWallace [29]suggest a strongcontrary conclusionregarding the ability ofnon-stochastic simulationsto represent the reducedform properties of existing non-linearmodels.
The evaluation ofthe predictive abilityof a model isessentially a goodness- of-fit problem.Because the statisticaltechniques availablefor thispurpose normally requirea strong axiomatizationof the structure,econometric model builders have oftenfound themselvesrestricted to simplegraphical techniques(the fit "looks good")or simple summarymeasures (root meansquare error, Theil's U-Statistic..., etc.),29of the performanceof certain keyvariables. Ina recent paper, Haitovsky andTreyz [28] haveproposed an interestingdescriptive decomposition of theforecast error foran endogenous variablein a largeecono- metric model. Thedecomposition identifieserror components involving:(a) the structural equationexplaining the variablein question, (b)the rest of theesti- mated structuralsystem, (c) incorrectvalues of laggedendogenous variables (in the case ofdynamic simulations),(d) incorrectguesses aboutexogenous variables (in thecase of an ex anteforecast), and (e)failure to makeserial correla- tion "adjustments"for observederrors. Some attentionhas also beengiven to the development ofa statistic analogousto the single-equationR2. to be usedto test the hypothesisthat fi = 0, wherefi is the coefficientvector of thesystem of equa- tions underconsideration. Aninteresting andcomplete discussionof this issuecan be found inDhrymes [17; Ch.5]. Dhrymesdefines sucha statistic, but findsthat it is dependenton the unknowncovarianceparameters of the jointdistribution of the error terms ofthe system.Dhrymes [17] alsoderives an alternatetest procedure 29 Howreyet. at. [36] haverecently suggestedsome difficulty with theroot mean squareerror
statistic (where smallsample propertiesare unknown). particularlywhen used tocompare structural versus autoregressive models,or sample versuspost sample petformanceof a given model.See also
our section III, part (h),and the discussion ofTheil's U-Statisticin Jorgensonet. at. [39].
312regarding the goodness-of-fit of the reduced form model (the fraction of the
generalized variance of the jointly dependent variables explained by the reduced
form), but this procedure involves the restriction that the number of variables in
the model (endogenous plus predetermined) be less than the total number of
observationsa restriction not generally fulfilled by large econometric models.
The tracecorrelationstatistic suggested by Flooper (based on the estimates of the
canonical correlations) is closely related to the statistic discussed by Dhrymes,
but its distribution seems quite intractablealthough Hooper has given an
approximate expression for the asymptotic variance of the statistic [32]. Perhaps
this is an area of research that holds some promise.
Many interesting applications with large econometric models involve what is
known as a "multiple response problem." That is we arc interested in more than
one characterization of the outcome of the experiment. This raises the question of
whether to treat the outcome as one of many experiments each with a single
response, or to combine all the responses (endogenous variables of interest) into a
single response. This latter procedure, of course, involves the explicit formulation
of the utility function of the user--a difficult situation.30
Other techniques which are in common use in the evaluation of a model's
predictive performance are regression analysis and spectral analysis. In the former
case we simply regress actual values on the predicted values of a series and test
whether the resulting equations have zero intercepts and slopes not significantly
different from unity (see Cohen and Cyert [12] and 1-lymans [37]). This general
technique has also been used extensively by Theil [50], but as usual he has extended
it and forced it to yield additional information. By regressing predicted values on
actual values and actual values lagged one period, Theil is also able to investigate
whether or not predicted changes tend to be biased toward recent actual changes.
Theil's inequality coefficient and its decomposition into elements of bias, variance
and covariance is very closely related to this type of analysis (although it refers to
a regression of actualchangeson predictedchanges)and offers a great deal more
information including some information on the tendency of the model to make
turning point errors. Mincer and Zarnowitz [43] have povided some further
development of Theil's procedure and have also suggested an additional measure
of forecast error: the relative mean squared error. The latter is particularly
interesting by virtue of its attempt to compare the costs and benefits of forecasts
derived from alternative models of the economic process.
Spectral (cross-spectral) analysis is a statistical technique that can be used to
obtain a frequency decomposition of the variance (covariance) of a univariate
(bivariate) stochastic process. There are several ways in which spectrum analytic
techniques might be used in the evaluation of econometric models. Naylor et al.
[44] suggest that the spectra estimated from simulation data be compared with
the spectra estimated directly from actual data. Howrey [34] has pointed out that
for linear models the implied spectrum can be derived directly from the model and
the stochastic simulation of the model is therefore not needed to make this com-
parison. Another application of spectral techniques is to test estimates of the
For an interesting attempt to solve the multiple response problem see Fromm and Taubman
[23] and Theil [491, [50].
313structural or reduced-form disturbances for seria' correlation,an important step
in the Box-Jenkins modeling procedure [8].'
Cross-spectral analysis can also be used to investigate therelationship
between predicted and actual values. That is, the Theil procedurescan be extended
to the frequency domain using cross-spectral analysis. This permitsstatistical
testing of some more general hypotheses about therelationship of actual and
predicted values.
An important advantage of spectral analysis is that itis a nonpara,netrjc
approach to data analysis. Thus it is a particularly usefuldevice in situations
involving a weak axiomatization of the relationshipsunder investigation. In addi-
tion, spectral methods do not dependon the statistical independence of the
generated data points; they require only that theprocess generating the data be
stationary to the second order. The significancetests that are available, however,
depend on the assumption of Normality of theunderlying process or ona sample
size that is large enough thata form of the central limit theorem can he invoked.
What little empirical experience has beenaccumulated in connection with the
use of spectral analysis to investigate econometric modelssuggests that the tech-
nique can he used quite effectivelyto investigate certain dynamic propertiesof
econometric models.
Byway oftieing up the strands of thisnecessarily broad discussion,we should
like to sketch, in outline form, therange of descriptive measures which have been
found to yield useful insights into theperformance and realiability characteristics
of large scale econometric models.While some of thesemeasures can be subjected
to classical statistical tests, manyareat this stage of our knowledgemereiy
descriptive and geared to specializedmodel uses. A large number of theseproce- dures can be traced to the writingsofZarnowit;'and his co-workers [53], [54],
[56], [57], Evans, Haitovskyand Treyz [21], Box and Jenkins[8], and Theil [50].
An Outline of Non_Pw'a,nt'trj. Measures
A. Single- Variable Measures
Mean forecast error (changes and!vels)
Mean absolute forecasterror (changes and levels)
Mean squared error (changes andlevels)
Any of the above relative to
the level or variability of thevariable being predicted
a measure of "acceptable" forecasterror for alternative forecasting
needs and horizons
B.Tracking Measures
1. Number of turning pointsmissed
2 Number of turning pointsfalsely predicted
If one is primarily interestedin forecasting (as opposed to explainingthe behavior of the economic system) the conceptualsimplicity of the Box-Jenkinsprocedure (essentially a battery of sophisticated smoothing echniques)has some appeal. This isparticularly so if there is onlyone variable of interest as these proceduresdo not treat the output variablesas being "iied" together in a system of interdependent relationships
Thus, forecasts of output. employmentand prices, for example, need have no particular relatIonshipto each other. Further, since theprocedures are void of economic theory, they cannot, ofcourse, be used to test hypotheses. Currently
research is being done on develop- ing procedures for building moreinformation and constraints(exogenous and policy variables) into these models [8] [20] L45]. Theseinvestigations, if successful. mayprove fruitful io ec000rnetricians.
314Number of under- or overpredictions
Rank corelation of predicted and actual chances (within a subset of
"important'' actual movements)
Various tests of randomness
of directional predictions
of predicted turning points
C. Error Decompositions
Bias and variance of forecast error
Errors in start-up position vs. errors in the predicted changes
Identification of model subsectors transmitting errors to other sectors
D. Comparative Errors
Comparison with various "naive" forecasts32
Comparison with "judgmental," "consensus," or other non-econometric
forecasts
Comparison with other econometric forecasts
E. C cheat and Dvuwnic Properties
I. Impact and dynamic multipliers
2. Frequency response characteristics
The measures just outlined have been found to be suitable for a wide variety
of purposes, and ---surely---a user's confidence in any particular model would
grow in proportion to the number of positive results yielded by such of these
measures as seem relevant to the use in question. Several recent studies, [29], [39],
and especially the Cooper--Jorgenson study [13], have made a valuable contribu-
tion by standardizing both the period of fit and the technique of estimation across
alternative models prior to conducting inter-model comparisons. While model
builders have in some measure tended to resent such activity on the part of "out-
siders,"33 the controversy certainly shows signs ofproducing improved procedures
on all sides.
Models will be used for decision making, and their evaluation, therefore,
ought to be tied to optimization of these decisions. The question we have to ask
ourselves, then, is what series of tests and/or procedures will be sufficient to achieve
a particular level of confidence in the use of a model for acertain specified pur-
pose? What model builders have done, to date, is to catalogue the properties of
their models, concentrating on those aspects of the system which seemed useful
to them. There are two difficulties. First, model users may or may notfind these
properties to be relevant to their decision making. Second, we have not yet
standardized the "list" of properties studied. A remedy for the latter situation
would be most helpful to all users, is certainly feasible, and ought to receive high
priority. The former issue is much more formidable and requires a greater degree
of cooperation and candid communication than has to date taken placebetween
model builders and the growing population of model users.
The procedures of Box and Jenkins [8] may be particularly powerful in helping to identify the
autoregressive procedures which would best serve as "Naive" alternatives to a structural model.
See Howrey, Klein and McCarthy [36] who present argumentsregarding the controls needed
in such standardization attempts.
315APPiNi)Ix
This appendix serves to sketchsome of the less familiar theoueucalresults which are the basis for statements made in thebody of the paper.











/32 = plim ()(*'X*)- lX*'[X+ U]plini12.1* - 1X'X
T T
on the assumption that H1is true and thataccordingly
yX + u,
u = (u1,117, .,T)',z,,:r= 1,2 ..} being a sequenceofidentically and inde- pendently distributedrandom variables withmean zero and variance52,In the preceding it is assumed thatthe x's are eithera sequenceoffixed constantsorif they are randomvariables they are distributedindependentlyof u.
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3' = (Yi'32 '-'''Yr), A' = (c, x),x = (x1...,XT),
zrr(1,2)e=(1,l,.,,, 1)'.
Hypothesis Hg:
Lg(v: /3)-In (2) -ln52- X*fl)yX*fl)
= (e, .v*), .'& '** = ...... fl, /3 =(/30, Pu-
N*]y
ThenWeobserve that, underH1,
=[ln(2ir) + I] -lnô
ln(2H lna2_.
Becauseis a consistent estimator of c and so is u'u/T, we conclude that
plim[Lj(2) - L1()]=0.
Further, since plim [Lg([i)1H1]=Lg(fl),
plim[Lg(i) - Lg(tc)]=0.
Moreover,
L8(fl1)= -In(2ir) In 72 (Y -X*f1)(y -X*1Jj
2a2 T
But we see that
plim(y - -X*f) = a2+ plim1X'(I-N*)X].
L
plim-{L1() - Lg(fl)]=-plim[X'(I-N*)X]
In general we would expectstrict inequality except for special x-sequences.
Turning now to the test statistic (l/T)S- (asdefined in the text, supra), we
obtain
-s lii 2 i 2i Ii-2 1.2
f - -2L'7f -ifl a 2LIIflIT1 -- ifl
Under H1. (Tô/a2) is (central) chi-squarewith (T -2)degrees of freedom, and
(Tâ/a2) is non-central chi-square with (T - 2)degrees of freedom. Thus, in
principle, this expectation may be carried out.in general, it will involve the un-
known parameterand for purposes of the test wewould have to insert the
maximum likelihood estimate (MLE),in its stead. Further, such testsrequire
specification of the distribution of the dataunder consideration and the deriva-
tion of the MLE under the two alternatives.
A.2The Ajtchison-Silrey Test
I. J.and Ahave thesonic asymptoticdistr,butwn
(Rb - ry(RSR'Y'(Rh -r)(T K)
Twhile
[a21





A=(Rb - rY(RS 'R) '(Rb- r).
[2
=AI-- 1 [(f 2
SinceAhas an asymptotic distribution,
K
TI]= (J.-A)
ía2 K 1H 11tfl
= (1 - I)0,
since a2 and,92
are both consistent estimators of a2.Hence, plim (J.3-A)= 0, and sinceAhas an asymptotic distributionthis condition implies thatJ3 has the same asymptotic distributionasA. Q.E.D.
1. To2 is not independentofh
Ta =
= Y - X/
where
= (M + N)c.
M = I- XS'X', idempotent of rank (T K),
NXS 'R'(RS'R') 'RS 'X',idempotent of rank J, andtherefore M + N is idempotentof rank (T- K + J).
It follows that
T2e'(M + Nj
b = S 1X'Y= /3 -- S'X'E,






L2T 3Thus (bfi) is a linear form in the Normally distributed vector, andTa2 is an
idempotent quadratic form in .Independence of the linear and quadraticforms
requires S XM + N)=0. But
S 1X'(M + N)=S 1(X'M 4- X'N)
=S '[X'(l - XS 'S) + X(XS 'R(RS 'R')RS 'X')]
S i[O+R'(RS1R') 'RS 'X']
=SR'(RS'R''RS'X'0.
Flence b and TO2 are not independent. QED
A.3Predictive Testing
l.(1mQ - ') is a positive definitematrix
Q 1m+X0S 'X.
Clearly, 1,,, is positive definite. Q is positive definite if X0S'X'Øis positive
definite. Let z be any nonzero rn-dimensional vector, then z'X05 'X'0z=
(z'X0)S t(z'X0).>0, by virtue of S' being positive definite.
Since Q is positive definite,so is its inverse,thuslm and are positive definite
and we can apply the theorem given in [17; pp. 58 1-583] which implies that
(1m - Q -) will be positive definite if and only if the roots of Q -are smaller than
unity.
But the roots of Q' are the inverses of the roots of Q. Denote a root of Q by
(1 ± c, so that
o=EQ - (1 + m]Z
[tm4X0S 1X'0 - (1
= [X0S'X'0 -cilm]z.
Thus cis a root of X0S 'X and must be positive since X0S 'Xis positive
definite. But x>0 implies (1 +)>1, which implies (I + )'<I.
Q.E.D.
2. The Distribution of
(T - K - G -f-1)
(e)'[2' ® (I+ X0S 'X) '](e)InG(T - K)
The vector of forecast errors, say CO,g, corresponding to the gth endogenous
variable is given by
CO,g=Xo(bg flg)
where
/is the vector of reduced form coefficients corresponding to the gth
endogenous variable.
bg is the Least Squares estimator of fig.




p02) 0X0 0 h2-fl2
coG 0 \ h fiG
/ or
(eg)Z0(b- fi) + ().
Conditional on X and X0,eis clearly normallydistributed with meanzero and the following covariancematrix.
E[(eg)(eg)]X, X0]= Z0[cov (b -- fl)]Z + coy
where
(I) cov(hThis the covariance matrixof (bfl)condjtjonalon Xand X0;
cov(b-flj.Z®S',
cov() is the covarjancematrix of(e);
cov(e)= Z®I,
and




= I® x0s 'X) + I® 1rn
1 0 Urn + X0S'X)
l'hus, (e) -1 [0, Z ® ('rn+X0S 'X)J,
which implies that
(e[
1® (I, + X0S 'X1](e)
is distributedas
Now Z, as defined inthe body of thepaper, is based onlyon the residuals in the period of fitwhich, it can be shown,are independent ofe. It follows [4,pp.105-107, 181-183] that
(T - K)Z isa Wishart distributedmatrix, independentof (e), with (T - K) degreesoffree0and
(eg)'[2'




/xo0 o \ii- /?\
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(e) = Z0(b- /1) + ().
Conditional on X and X0,eis clearly normallydistributed withmean zero and the followingcovariance matrix.
E[fr)(e)'jX, X0]= Z0[cov (b -]Z + coy
where
coy (bfi) is the covariancematrix of(b-I?)conditional on X and X0;
cov(h-fl,)Z®s-',
cov(e) is the covariancematrix of frg);
cov(e) = Z ®'rn,
and
Z is thecontemporaneous coval-jancematrix of&
Combining terms aboveyields
coy (eg) = E[(eg)(e)'x, X0]
=Z0(Z®S-')zZ'®J
= Z ® XçjS 'X + Z ®'m
= Z ® (',n + X0S 'X).
Thus, (e;) [0, Z ® (I,,, +X0S 'X)],
which implies that
is distributedas y.
®Urn + X0S 'xy 'j()
in the period of fitwhich, it can be shown,are independent ofeg. It follows [4;pp. 105-107,181-183] that
Now Z, as defined inthe body of thepaper, is based onlyon the residuals
(TK)2' isa Wishart distributedmatrix, independentof (e), with (T - K) degrees.offre0and




3. The Approximate Distribution of (e)'[2' ® (I,,+ X0S 'X'](eg)for
Large 1for Static Forecasting with Lagged Endogenous Varkthles,
Again(eu) = Z0(b- fi) -i- (),but Z0 contains lagged endogenous variables.
Sincebcan be written asb =fi+ (Z'Z)1Z,eG, where a° and Zare the fit
period analogues of (ag) and Z0 respectively, it follows that
(e - c) = ZO(Z'Z) 'Z'c
= Z0(T 'Z'Zy 'T 'Z'a.
assuming that the observed moment matrixofthe predetermined variables in the
fit period converges in probability to their populationmoments, i.e., plim (T 'Z'Z)
exists and is non-zero, then
Ir fG piim i'e0 --
= Z0pliin(TZ'Zy' plim,.J(T'Z'r).
But plim ,fi(T-'Z'E)is asymptotically distributed as Normal withmean zero
and covariance matrix .Z ® M, where M is the matrixofpopulation moments
of the predetermined variables. (See [51;p.487].) Further, by the definitionof Z,
plim (T 'Z'Z)- 'GK ®(M
1
where 'GK is a (GK x GK) identity matrix. Thus,JT(e-ag), conditional on
Z0. is asymptotically distributed as .i(O, H), where
I-I = Z0[I® (Mt](Z ® Mt)[IGK ® (M]Z0
=Z®X0(My'X.
For large T, it should therefore be approximately true that
(e-a) is approxtmately ..4'(O, T 'H).'
Since eg and care independent(edepending only on 's prior to the fit period),
eis approximately .A [0, (T 'H) + (Z ® Im)],
for large T. But
(T'H) + (Z 0 I,,,) = (T'Z ® Xo(Mj'Xh) + (Z 0 'm)
= Z ® EL +T 'X0(M
= .Z 0 E1m +X0(TM'XJ.
[-lence, for large T.
(eg)'[Z




- r) has of course a degenerate limiting distribution. We are arguing here that as Tincreases
(e - r) "degenerates" through the normal limiting distribution of1i(e -
321and plim (T'S) = plini (T 'X'X)= M, the above statistic can be consistently
estimated by
(e)'[0 (1,,, + X0S 'XtJfr)
which, for large T, is alsoapproximately y0.
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